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ALPHABETIZING THE INTEGERS
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EDWA RD R. WOLPOW
Brookline, Mas sachusetts
Only an infinite simal part of all intege rs have English-language
names. NI3 allows us to name, gaplessly, all the integers up to 10 63
(one vigintillion) , and, by using standard terminology, up .to 10 66 - 1
(nine hundred ninety- nine vigintillion, nine hundred ... thousand, nine
hundred ninety-nine). There follows a huge6'bnnamed gap up to 10 303
(one centillion). If all the integers up to 10
- 1 were written out,
they could, in theory, be alphabetized. Let us decide to eliminate the
I and I s from alphabetization, and furthe r stipulate that the highe r powe rs
of ten must be preceded by low- numbe r modifiers - - for example, 'one
thousand I rather than I thousand' .
Here are some tentative solutions to logological questions that
arise. I found that I changed the answers so frequently that I strongly
suspect there may be still better answers.
ALPHABETICALL Y FIRST
1. Cardinal Numbe r: eight
2. Ordinal Number: eight billion eighteen million eighteenth
3. Fraction Le s s Than One: eight-billion eight- billion- eighteen- million
eighteen- thousand- eight- hundred- eighty- fir s ts (in lowe st te rms)
4. Fraction Greate r Than One: eight- billion- eighteen eight- billion- fifths
(in lowest terms)
5. Mixed Number: eight (and) eight- billion eight- billion- eighteen- mil
lion- eighteen- thousand- eight- hundred- eighty- fir sts (in lowe st
terms)
6. Prime Number: eight billion eighteen million eighteen thousand eight
hundred fifty- one
7. Square Number: eight billion eighteen million eight hundred forty-four
thousand three hundred four (the square of 89,548)
8. Cubic Number: eight (the cube of 2)
ALPHABETICALL Y LAST
1. Cardinal Number: two vigintillion two undecillion two trillion two
thousand two hundred two
2. Ordinal Number: two vigintillion two undecillion two trillion two
thousand two hundred twenty- third
3. Fraction Less Than One: two-vigintillion two-vigintillion-two-unde
cillion- two- trillion- two- thousand- two- hundred- twenty- thi rds (in
lowest terms)
4. Fraction Greater Than One: two-vigintillion-two-undecillion two
vigintillion- two -trillion- two- thousand- two- hundred- twenty- third s
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(in lowest terms)
5. Mixed Number: combine entries for 1 and 4

ON AGAI

It is computationally impossible to determine the alphabetically last
prime, square and cube, as all three will very likely begin with two
vigintillion.

I am indebted to Keith H. Chiappa for devising and running a compu
ter program for finding the alphabetically first prime.

HOW TO TELL AN -ABLE FROM AN -IBLE
In Issue 33 of The Editorial Eye (20 issues per year, available
for $ 45 from 5905 Pratt Street, Alexandria VA 22310) , editor
Peggy Smith proposes three rules for distinguishing adjectives
ending in -ible froID those ending in -able:
1) use -able if the corresponding noun ends in -ation
2) use - ible if the suffix comes afte r soft G or soft C, and
-able if the suffix comes after soft GE or soft CE
3) use -ible if the suffix comes after S and the correspond
ing noun ends in - sion
Although accurate, these rules apply to only a minority of -able
-ible words. Of 401 -able adjectives and 88 -ible adjectives in
the Mer riam- Webster Pocket Dictionary of 7 through 15 letters,
only 117 are covered by Rule 1, 37 by Rule 2, and 19 by Rule 3.
(I have interpreted Rule 1 liberally, allowing -ate endings as
well, and allowing -ation endings of related words like accredi
tation for creditable.)
If -able and -ible adjectives from the Pocket Dictionary are
classified by the two immediately preceding letters, the following
rule suggests itself: use -ible if the suffix is preceded by soft C,
soft G, S, ST or PT, and - able otherwise. Alas, there are
many Pocket Dictionary exceptions to this rule:

- ible: (in) credible, (in) audible, (in) edible, vendible, (in)
fallible, gullible, indelible, (in) flexible, (in) discernible,
partible, conve rtible, (in) controve rtible, pe rfectible, collect
ible, (non) deductible, (in) destructible, (in) compatible
-able: (in) advisable, revisable, (in) dispensable, (in) excus
able, reimbursable, passable, adjustable, incontestable,
detestable, (un) acceptable, adaptable, (im) passable
No matter what rule is devised, two pairs of words in the Pocket
Dictionary are inseparable: impassable/impassible, and collect
ible / collectable. Many more of these twins can be found in NI2
and NI3.
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